Partner search from Nordvestsjaellands Produktionsskole, Denmark
(Preliminary) Title of the project

Exchange of students for vocational training or/and
school practise.

Outline of the project idea

Nordvestsjaellands Produktionsskole
is a school for young people at the age 16-25 .
The school is a place for those who are not yet
ready to begin a vocational education. Some of them
might have started at a vocationel school etc. and
dropped out and others might have socio-emotionel
difficulties and therefore need another school option
for a while.
We have a variety of workshop lines at my school,
where the students can explore their skills.
Workshop lines include: Hair- and body styling,
carpenter, IT/ media, graphic design, smith, sales
and marketing, nature, socialwork and cooking.
My goal with this project is to give the young people
a huge experience and boost their self confidence by
sending them abroad on interships / school practise,
to communicate in another language and let them
take care of them selves.
I am also very interested in having students to come
to Denmark aswell.
We have a very good contact with a lot og
companies to take trainees and we have facilities for
students to stay aswell.

Programme and call

Leonardo mobility project.

Deadline for call

1 February 2013.

Lead organisation

Nordvestsjællands Produktionsskole
www.nvpro.dk
We would like to be lead partner.

Partners already involved
Describe the kind of partners you are looking
for and their expected role in the project

We are looking for a school/college which wants to
work on developing the former student group that
just need that extra push to get started with an
education. I would expect that our partner could
help finding local internships and host if a school
practise is the case. We will do the same for you
The hosts for the internships could include:
- Artisinal or craftsman businesses
- Hair salons
- Restaurants
- Media
- Child Care and Pre School

We are primarily seeking schools to collaborate with
in English speaking countries as we see good
opportunities in combining our English teaching with
our student’s preparation for the internship.
Thus we would like any potential partners – who
are not from English speaking countries - to state to
what effect our students will be able to practice
their English skills during their stay abroad.
Foreseen project duration

Contact information

Deadline for expression of interest

We are expecting to apply for exchanging of 16
students a year. Two times a year with 8 students.
We are hoping for the partner to do the same.
Nordvestsjaellands Produktionsskole
Head of department
Dorte Just Hahn
dhk@nvpro.dk
Tel. 0045 51672419
We are interested in hearing from you as soon as
possible, as a matter of fact we are planning to
make a preparatory previsit before Christmas, so
we can arrange the details before deadline which is
1. February.

